Spoil yourself, not your cargo. Preserve the quality of your temperature-sensitive cargo with the endlessly-customizable IVC Series from Delivery Concepts.
The Insulated Vehicle Conversion (IVC) Series by Delivery Concepts features temperature-control solutions for vans, box trucks, step vans, and most large commercial vehicles. Standard insulation packages include polyurethane foam insulation and seamless, food-safe polyurea liner, resulting in consistent temperature control and a durable cargo area. Virtually endless combinations of storage, lighting, flooring and accessibility options ensure delivery solutions tailor-fit to your business.

As a chassis-neutral upfitter, Delivery Concepts offers diverse temperature-control solutions for most any vehicle. All refrigerated, frozen, and heated conversions meet local and state Board of Health temperature requirements.

Quick Facts
• Thermostatically controlled
• Frozen, refrigerated, heated, and multi-temperature solutions available
• Interiors built to meet your exact business needs
• No additional fuel sources needed

Popular Customization Options
• Shelving, racking and e-track
• Removable bulkhead
• Thermal curtains
• Electric standby
• Liftgate
• Diamond plate floor
• Exterior graphics package